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Abstract

In 2020, a global pandemic hit the world in the form of COVID-19, better
known as the coronavirus. In times like these following the latest news is
very important to keep up with what’s happening in the world and how
one’s own country reacts to the pandemic, which could impose severe re-
strictions on one’s personal everyday life. In recent years news consumption
has increasingly shifted towards the internet and websites like Google News,
where an algorithm determines which articles one sees.
As many Europeans are multilingual and the coronavirus was dominating
headlines all over the world, we want to determine if the usage of different
search languages (the language of the query and language setting on Google
News) yields a wider variety of content and opinions compared to the usage
of just one single search language.
In a data study of 11,264 headlines in German, English and Dutch, col-
lected from eight predefined search terms during a period of about three
weeks, we determined, that, while all three search languages mainly feature
mainstream news outlets and, with a few exceptions, popular opinions on
news topics, which were often similar between languages, one does get a
wider variety of news stories when using multiple search languages, mostly
topics that are relevant to specific regions like the lockdown measures in-
troduced by the government in a certain country. This provides a user with
more context on certain news topics, however the content is still largely
determined by mainstream news outlets (large and popular regional and
national newspapers and broadcasters).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last decades news consumption has shifted away from traditional
mediums like newspapers, radio and television towards online news con-
sumption, with studies showing that among Europeans under the age of 50
most get their news online [24].
By far the most popular way to consume news online is by directly accessing
the websites of news outlets, with search engines being the second most pop-
ular way [16], with by far the most popular search engine being Google [4].
As opposed to the websites of news outlets, search engines use personalized
algorithms to determine what news articles are being shown to the individ-
ual, which according to researchers like Eli Pariser leads to the creation of
so-called ”filter bubbles” (more on that in the next chapter) [28].
Most people consume news primarily in their first language, but many mul-
tilingual users also tend to use multiple languages for news consumption,
especially, when they are using search engines [21]. With more than 65 per-
cent of EU citizens now being able to speak at least one language besides
their own mother tongue [7], multilinguals make up a significant part of the
demographic within the European Union. During this study, we want to
answer the (research) question:

Do multilinguals get a wider variety of content and perspectives
if they use multiple search languages while browsing for news
online on Google News?

Especially in the context of the global coronavirus pandemic, the information
we receive is essential to our daily lives, since that information influences
how serious one takes the pandemic, how one handles the crisis and how
one views the measures taken by their government to slow down the spread
of the coronavirus. So access to more diverse perspectives can help form a
more well-informed opinion on current news topics.
It is reasonable to expect, that each language would feature news stories
that are relevant to the country where the corresponding article was pub-
lished, however we are also interested in seeing if the search language acts
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as a filter for perspectives on certain news topics, if the perspectives found
are different between search language and if they are, if it is just a represen-
tation of what opinions are popular in a certain country and which one are
not. The effect of search languages in this context has not been scientifically
examined yet (see also chapter 3).
To gain an insight into how the output of Google News differs per language,
we are going to collect headlines for predefined search terms in German, En-
glish and Dutch over a period of about three weeks and examine the sources,
the news stories presented and if they present a perspective, either positive
or negative, on the subject. The languages are limited to the languages I am
able to speak and read fluently, as it does not make sense to do qualitative
analysis of data I am unable to apprehend.
Before we delve into the study, we are going to examine the concept of the
filter bubble and also take a look at popular news sources online in Germany,
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States and the public
opinion in these countries on our predefined topics in chapter 2 to get the
necessary context for this research.
After that, we are going to look at previous scientific work on the topics of
the filter bubble and the topic of search languages in chapter 3 to establish
further scientific context for the study.
Then, in chapter 4 the methods of data collection and data analysis will be
explained and the observations made during the analysis of the data will be
explored.
Finally, chapter 5 will discuss the observations from chapter 4 and draw
conclusions from them to answer the research question.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

Before diving into the previous research conducted on the topics of the filter
bubble and search languages, it is important to explain some concepts and
necessary knowledge needed for this study.

2.1 Filter bubble

A crucial concept for this research is the filter bubble, a term that was
originally coined by internet activist Eli Pariser [6]. He used the term to
describe the intellectual isolation of users, which can result from personalized
searches and algorithms [6], that present users with content that matches
their own views, creating an ”echo chamber” [20].
There are four basic mechanisms that Eli Pariser’s concept is built on:

1. The personalization of the content selection presented to a user. This
personalization and its degree is arguably the most important mecha-
nism, since political filter bubbles depend on a high degree of person-
alization [20].

2. There is low to no overlap with the search results of other groups and
their filter bubbles.

3. The type of content being displayed to the user, since only controver-
sial topics are actually problematic for society when it comes to filter
bubbles.

4. The individual’s isolation from different sources of information, that
might have a different perspective on controversial political topics [20]
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2.2 German media

Figure 2.1: The most trusted news sources in Germany 2019 on a scale
from 0 = ’completely untrustworthy’ to 10 = ’100% trustworthy’ (Source:
Statista [42])

From figure 2.1, we can see that the German population generally trusts
its media outlets with moderate scepticism and has the highest amounts
of trust in the publicly funded media (ARD and ZDF) and regional news
sources. Daily or weekly mainstream newspapers like Süddeutsche Zeitung,
Die ZEIT, Der Spiegel or FAZ are also generally trusted, while tabloids
like BILD or private television stations like RTL and Sat.1 are less trusted,
though BILD still receives a lot of traffic on its website [33]. A list of the
50 most popular German news websites in 2018 can also be found under
citation [33] and in figure 2.2 the 15 most popular news websites in March
2020 can be found.
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Figure 2.2: The 15 most popular news websites in Germany in March 2020
(Source: Statista [11])

General trust in the media is relatively high, although there is a visible
polarization on the topics the AfD (right-wing populist party in Germany)
and Islam leading to about a quarter of the population being generally
distrustful of the media as opposed to about half of the population generally
trusting the media [32].

2.3 Dutch media

From figure 2.3 we can see, that non-newspaper based sources like Tweakers
and Dumpert are much more popular than in Germany but overall main-
stream newspapers and broadcasting companies are still the most popular
news sources [2], with the most trusted sources being NPO (publicly funded
broadcast) and NU.nl [24].
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Figure 2.3: The most popular news sources in the Netherlands in March
2018 (Source: Stimuleringsfonds voor de Journalistiek [2])

Even though the Dutch media have been criticized for sensationalizing
and exaggerating conflicts in order to get more attention, with even the
mainstream ’quality media’ like NRC, the NOS and the Volkskrant having
been accused of such practices [39], trust in the media generally remains
high in the Netherlands as they are still seen as largely unpartisan [29] (see
also figure 2.4)

Figure 2.4: Trust in the Dutch media (Source: Villamedia [29])

2.4 English media

English language media is published all over the world but the two countries
with the most popular media in the English language are the United States
and the United Kingdom.
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2.4.1 UK media

In the UK, the BBC is by far the most popular news outlet on TV as
well as online [27]. As can be seen in figure 2.5, just as in Germany and
the Netherlands, the websites of mainstream newspapers are among the
most popular sources of news as well, but a noticeable difference lies in
the number of tabloids or tabloid-esque websites such as the Daily Mail,
The Sun, Buzzfeed, LADbible and Metro, which appear to be far more
popular than in those countries [27], with many tabloids being among the
most popular newspapers in the UK in general, seemingly enjoying a similar
popularity as regular quality papers such as The Guardian, The Times or
Financial Times [12].

Figure 2.5: Most popular news sources online in the UK as of 2019 (Source:
Office of Communication [27])

The trust in news outlets is also more divisive than in Germany and
the Netherlands. While sources like the BBC, ITV seem to be well trusted,
sources like The Guardian appear more controversial and especially tabloids
such as the Daily Mail are deemed untrustworthy by many despite their
popularity (see also figure 2.6) [43]. There seems to also be a higher political
divide when it comes to the trust in certain news outlets, e.g. the Daily Mail
is trusted more among people on the right side of the political spectrum,
while The Guardian is trusted more on the left side of the political spectrum
[43].
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Figure 2.6: Trust in news outlets in the UK in 2017 (Source: Bond/Pew
Research Center [43])

2.4.2 US media

In the United States, trust in the media seems to be lower than in the other
examined countries, with just 41% of Americans stating in a Gallup survey
in 2019, that they have a good amount of trust in the media [3]. As can be
seen in 2.7, there also seems to be a large partisan divide, with Democrats
trusting the media far more than republicans (69% as opposed to 15%).

Figure 2.7: Partisan divide in the trust in mass media in the United States
(Source: Gallup [3])

When it comes to the most popular news outlets, the websites of main-
stream newspapers such as The New York Times, The Washington Post and
The Guardian, like in the other examined countries, are very popular, but
cable news and their websites like CNN, FOX News and NBC News appear
to be much more relevant than in other countries, as well as search engines
like Google News and Yahoo News (see figure 2.8)[41].
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Figure 2.8: Most popular news websites in the US in February 2020 (Source:
Statista [41])

2.5 Popular opinions on the examined topics

In order to make reasonable conclusions on the results of the research, it is
helpful to know the popular opinions in late April/early May 2020 on the
examined topics in Germany, the Netherlands, the United States and the
United Kingdom. These topics are the lockdown measures against the coro-
navirus and the relaxation of those measures, tracking apps, Donald Trump
(more on the selection of topics in chapter 4). I was unfortunately unable
to find helpful polls for the World Health Organization and the European
Union apart from one German poll showing that a majority of Germans
(48 percent) were not satisfied with the EU’s response to the coronavirus
pandemic [14] and one American article that showed that around 55 percent
US voters approved the WHO’s handling of the pandemic with 30 percent
disapproving [40].

2.5.1 Measures against the coronavirus - Relaxation or fur-
ther lockdown?

In Germany, the people generally approved of the lockdown measures that
their government has taken to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, specif-
ically of the social distancing rules [14] and the face mask requirement [30].
In the weeks, where the headlines were collected, in late April/early May
of 2020, Germany started relaxing some of those measures. These relax-
ations proved to be somewhat controversial. Even though the majority of
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the population approved of the relaxations the government implemented,
a significant portion of almost 40 percent still thought that this came too
early [13].
Similarly, in the UK, people generally approved of the governments handling
of the coronavirus situation and subsequent lockdown [25]. However, pub-
lic opinion was more opposed to the relaxation of those measures than in
Germany, since many people felt that reasonable conditions for a relaxation
have not yet been met [25]. Face mask requirements were also supported by
a majority of the population [23].
In the United States, a majority also supported lockdowns and social dis-
tancing and generally opposed relaxations of such as they felt the situation
was not sufficiently under control [5]. There seems to be a partisan divide
here however, with significantly more Republicans being in favor of relax-
ation than Democrats [5]. Restrictions such as face mask requirements were
generally supported [34].
The people of the Netherlands on the other hand seemed to be generally in
favor of a relaxation of lockdown measures [38], though it seemed like there
were not as many professional polls as for the other countries. Just as in the
other countries, face mask requirements were supported by the majority of
the population [36].

2.5.2 Coronavirus Tracking Apps

Apps, that could track infected people and notify other people that got
into contact so that they can quarantine themselves, seemed to be rather
controversial in Germany, with in late April 2020 47 percent of Germans in
a poll by the ZDF/Forschungsgruppe Wahlen claiming they would use such
an app and 42 percent claiming they would not use it [14]. These apps are
similarly controversial in the UK with just about 50 percent willing to use
such an app [31].
In the US about 60 percent of people were opposed to the idea of getting a
Coronavirus tracking/tracing app [37]. I did not find a similar poll for the
Netherlands, however there seemed to be a big concern about privacy in the
context of such apps [22].

2.5.3 Donald Trump

Donald Trump was very unpopular in Germany [10] and the UK [15]. In the
US a summary of a variety of polls ranks his approval rating as of May 2020
was at about 43 percent, with a disapproval rating of about 53 percent,
showing a disapproving tendency [35], but nevertheless he is much more
controversial and popular in the United States than elsewhere .
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Chapter 3

Related Work

Before the start of our study, it is important to look at past research con-
cerning the topics of the filter bubble and the use of language on search
engines, particularly when searching for news to get an overview of existing
knowledge on these fields that can be built on and possibly expanded.

3.1 Filter bubble

Several studies on the filter bubbles have been conducted in recent years.
One example is a study by Flaxman, Goel and Rao from 2016, which exam-
ined the online news consumption of 50,000 US users, that regularly read
news online [16]. The study examined two opposing hypotheses on the ef-
fects of recent technological developments on the news consumption of these
users.
The first hypothesis assumes that, given more options than before, users will
just read content that ”accords with their previously held beliefs” (Flaxman,
Goel and Rao 2016, p.299) [16]. This assumption is supported by other
studies such as Iyengar and Hahn (2009), in whose controlled experiment
conservative subjects tended to choose conservative leaning news outlets
such as FOX News while avoiding liberal leaning outlets like CNN and NPR
while liberal subjects chose liberal leaning outlets while avoiding conserva-
tive outlets, not only for controversial news topics, but also for other news
categories such as crime and travel [19].
The other hypothesis suggests that an increased number of options will re-
sult in increased exposure to diverse and different ideas [16], a hypothesis
supported by studies by Goel, Mason and Watts (2010), according to which
a lot of connections on social media are between individuals with opposing
political beliefs and opinions, allowing for differing views to be seen by users
[17], and Messing and Westwood (2012), who concluded that people often
view content that has been endorsed by their social circles, leading to a less
one-sided exposure [26].
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During the study a moderate degree of ideological segregation was observed,
with the effect being stronger for opinion pieces than for descriptive news
and higher for social media users than for people accessing their news di-
rectly from the websites of news outlets (for both descriptive news and
opinion pieces) [16]. The reason for this overall moderate degree of ideo-
logical segregation found was, that opinion pieces, which tended to have a
higher degree, made up only six percent of the overall consumption (even
when not taking apolitical topics into account) and subjects mainly accessed
their news via the news outlets directly, mostly mainstream news outlets,
which tended to be less divided in their political opinions compared to so-
cial media and search engines [16]. Search engines in particular were found
to have the highest degree of ideological segregation (especially for opinion
pieces), with the authors speculating that it could be either due to the per-
sonalization of web searches (as suggested by Eli Pariser in 2011 [28]), query
formulation having a direct influence on the leanings of the results or users
tending to choose outlets aligning with their views over other sources [16].
This establishes search engines as a potential source where news are filtered
to a specific user, making it the subject of our study (particularly Google
as the by far most popular search engine with a market share of 87.35% as
of January 2020 [4]).
A study, that specifically focused on the filter bubble effect on Google, was
conducted by Krafft, Gamer and Zweig in 2016, which analyzes the search
results of over 1,500 participants from Germany, who searched for German
political parties and politicians every four hours [20]. The results of par-
ticipants on Google were mostly similar, however participants that used a
different search language got almost completely different results, with par-
ticipants mostly getting results in their native language and search results
being influenced by search language and location [20]. The paper shows that
the search language can be a factor which influences the search results, the
effects of which might be interesting to explore, which our research wants to
do, with the paper even naming the search language explicitly as an impor-
tant filter to potential search results [20], though that by itself is not enough
to conclude that the search language does create its own filter bubble.
The filter bubble effect on Google News was examined by German researchers
Haim, Graefe and Brosius in 2017 [18]. They found that the hypothesis, that
Google News creates a personalized filter bubble, which blocks out certain
information and perspective, could not be supported [18]. However they
did find an overrepresentation of certain news outlets on Google News over
other popular news oulets [18].
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3.2 Search languages

Past research on search engines and languages has mostly focused which
languages are being used while searching and why. It has been shown, that,
although multilingual users do make use of of more than one language on-
line, their native language remains the preferred choice for most users when
it comes to consuming news, especially for native speakers of English, who
used different languages than their first language significantly less than peo-
ple, whose first language is not English [21].
Users primarily used a non-native language, when there was a lack of avail-
able information in their first language, they perceived the quality of in-
formation to be higher in different language or they wanted to check the
correctness of phrases in a foreign language, with the search language only
being switched during as search if the desired information has not been
found in the search language originally used [1]. Most participants in those
studies based their language choice on comfort, regional relevance, language
preference for specific topics (e.g. for topics concerning technology most
participants preferred to use English) and availability of information [21].
No research however has been done yet which examined the search languages
of users in the context of filter bubbles, examining if the content in differ-
ent languages convey a different pictures of controversial news topics, thus
creating precisely the knowledge gap, that we want to examine during this
study.
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Chapter 4

Research

The aim of this study is to compare headlines from Google News on current
news topics in three different languages (German, English and Dutch) in
order to measure differences and overlap of topics and perspectives in news
stories presented and perspectives on the different topics. I conducted this
study by myself, so I restricted it to precisely the three languages I am able
to speak fluently.

4.1 Data collection

During the data collection phase, I collected the headlines from news.

google.de for German news, news.google.co.uk for English news and
news.google.nl for Dutch news using previously defined search terms. The
search terms were chosen on what I personally perceived as current news top-
ics that were relevant internationally at the time, so a certain bias is given
as my own perception of what is a current news topic played the decisive
role in choosing the search terms.
My friend Egidius Mysliwietz helped me on 24 April 2020 with a script that
automatically collects headlines from Google News and stores them in .txt
files for each search term and language. The most recent version of this
script can be found in the appendix A and on Github 1. This script takes
the first 25 headlines with source and timestamp of the publishing time of
the article for each search term and adds all new articles (meaning articles
that have not occured previously) to the corresponding .txt file. However
some articles still appeared multiple times when they were updated and their
timestamp thus changed. I restricted it to the first 25 headlines because the
headlines became increasingly less relevant and I assumed that a regular
user would not scroll much further.
The data was collected from 24 April 2020 to 12 May 2020. The search
terms used were (in English) ’corona mask requirement’ (German: ’corona

1https://github.com/emysliwietz/newsscraper
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maskenpflicht’; Dutch: ’corona masker’ (later I noticed that mondkapje
would have been the better translation, but I kept it for the sake of con-
sistency)), ’corona tracking app’ (German: ’corona tracking app’; Dutch:
’corona tracking app’), ’corona measures’ (German: ’corona maßnahmen’;
Dutch: ’corona maatregelen’), ’who’ (German: ’who’; Dutch: ’who’), ’don-
ald trump’ (German: ’donald trump’; Dutch: ’donald trump’), ’eu’ (Ger-
man: ’eu’; Dutch: ’eu’), ’italy’ (German: ’italien’; Dutch: ’italie’) and
’corona relaxation’ (German: ’corona lockerung’; Dutch: ’corona versoe-
peling’). The script was run every two hours during each day of the data
collection phase. The collected headlines can be found on Github.2

The search terms all revolve around the topic of the coronavirus. For ’corona
mask requirement’, ’corona tracking app’, ’corona measures’ and ’corona re-
laxation’ the connection is obvious. The topic Donald Trump was chosen,
as the United States were hit especially hard and as president of the United
States, Donald Trump was one of the most influential figures of the time and
also one of the most polarizing ones. He was constantly in the headlines due
to his statements or his fight with China and the WHO. The WHO (World
Health Organization) was also chosen, since they were also constantly in
the headlines as they were coordinating the fight against the virus and their
relationship with China and Donald Trump was pretty controversial. Italy
was chosen, because it was one of the first countries to be hit very hard
by the pandemic. Lastly, the EU was trying to achieve more cooperation
between its member states in the fight against the virus and their actions
are often controversial.

4.2 Data analysis methods

I used a self-written script for quantitative analysis of the data (see appendix
B). This script checks, which sources, dates and words occur in a file and
how often they occur in that file and what percentage of headlines have this
source or date (in the case of words: percentage of total number of words
in the whole file), orders them by descending number of occurrences and
writes this data to a .txt file. It also counts the sources per language. A
special case for both qualitative and quantitative analysis are the results for
”who” in English where I filtered out all headlines that were in completely
unrelated to the World Health Organization
Additionally I used Atlas.ti 8, a qualitative text analysis software, for quali-
tative analysis of the data. In Atlas.ti I went through each file and assigned
so called ’codes’ (which are basically just markers) to headlines.
There were two categories of codes I used: one for topics, which I only as-
signed once per file, if the topic has not occured before in the specific file,

2https://github.com/emysliwietz/newsscraper in the folder ”news old” and ”news 15-
05-2020 19-50.zip” or at matti.sermak.xyz
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due to time constraints, and one to mark the tone of the headline, i.e. if this
portrays a person, organization or political measure in a positive or negative
light, which I assigned to every headline, that could be interpreted as such.
Neutral articles were not marked, unless they mention a new topic, in which
case they were marked with a topic code.
Since the tone of some headlines can be subtle, the way I coded articles with
the second type of codes is subject to my own perception of the tone of a re-
spective headline, which not every person, that has read the headline, might
agree with. I tried to avoid marking headlines with those codes were the
tone was too ambiguous, but some of the headlines I marked could possibly
be interpreted differently by another person, who might perceive the tone
as neutral.
After that I exported a table generated by Altas.ti that displays how often
each code has been used in each file and for the codes that marked criticism
or support I counted the number of occurrences per language to get a general
tendency of how a topic is portrayed in each language. For the topic codes I
wrote another python script to list all the codes used in each individual file
and grouped them by search term to make the comparison easier, e.g. I put
the results for all three languages of the search term ”donald trump” in one
file, which contain three list of topic codes in total, one for each language
(see appendix C). The generated files were then used to examine the differ-
ence in topics for a search term between the three languages. The Atlas.ti
project and the exported table can also be found in the Github repository3

4.3 Observations

After examining the sources, dates and codes for each file, it is possible to
make some observations and comparisons for each topic across the three
languages. In total, I examined 4811 German headlines, 4298 English head-
lines and 2155 Dutch headlines, combining for a total of 11,264 headlines
and used a total of 296 codes in Atlas.ti to mark those headlines4. To de-
termine postitive or negative tendencies on a topic, I counted together the
number of headlines marked with the corresponding codes in all files for each
language and compared the number of positive headlines with the number
of negative headlines.

3https://github.com/emysliwietz/newsscraper/blob/master/Bachelor%20thesis%20(Megaport%202020-
05-17).atlproj and https://github.com/emysliwietz/newsscraper/blob/master/Bachelor thesis CD.xlsx

4A full list of codes and in which files they were applied
and how often they were applied for each file can be found at
https://github.com/emysliwietz/newsscraper/blob/master/Bachelor thesis CD.xlsx
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4.3.1 Relaxations of measures

Figure 4.1: The top 25 sources in each language with number of occurrences
and percentage in its language

For the German headlines, there were 117 different sources in total, with
most of them having less than five headlines. Figure 4.1 shows all sources
with more than ten headlines, from which we can see, that most of those
sources are either big mainstream papers like DER SPIEGEL and WELT,
publicly funded broadcasters like the Tagesschau, NDR and WDR or re-
gional papers like buten en binnen and hna. These are all among the most
popular and most trusted outlets in Germany as seen in Chapter 2, show-
ing a dominance of the mainstream with almost no outliers. The same
phenomenon can be seen with the English sources (total: 77 sources) with
mainstream news outlets from India (e.g. India Today, Times of India), the
US (e.g. ABC, The New York Times) and the UK (e.g. BBC, The Guardian)
dominating, as well as the Dutch sources (total: 68 sources) where popular
mainstream sources like NOS, RTL Nieuws, AD.nl and NU.nl are also the
most prevalent sources.
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Figure 4.2: The number of headlines over time for each language

From figure 4.2 we can observe that the topic of relaxation of lockdown
measures was most discussed in Germany and that the curves all go dif-
ferently from each other. This has most likely to do with the fact that the
coronavirus situation varies between different countries and thus, the govern-
ments are discussing the topic at different times. For example it can clearly
be seen that new relaxation were announced or about to be announced in
Germany on April 30 and May 4, while in the Netherlands the big peak is
on May 5 when relaxations were announced by the Dutch government, thus
the curves look very different for each language.
For German and English, there is a clear tendency against relaxations (Ger-
man: 64 Anti vs. 33 Pro; English: 33 Anti vs. 7 Pro), while the Dutch
headlines are almost evenly split (15 Anti vs. 16 Pro). For English this
seems to coincide with public opinion in the respective countries, for Ger-
man however this goes somewhat against the opinion of the majority of
the German people, who generally support the relaxations of the German
government (see Chapter 2), though there are around 40% who felt these
relaxations came to early [13], so this is still a popular opinion. Similarly,
the public opinion seems to be more favorable towards relaxation than those
results would suggest [38]. The numbers also show that all three languages
generally show both sides of the debate, but in the case of German and
English one side is showcased significantly more.
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Figure 4.3: Topics marked by me in Atlas.ti in the files for relaxation

There is a visible difference in the news stories reported in each language
(see figure 4.3). This mostly comes down to regional relevance, since a story
like the relaxations in Belgium is not really interesting for people outside of
Belgium and the Netherlands, whereas the relaxations in Australia are not
that interesting to Dutch or German people. Relaxations in Germany and
Italy on the other hand are reported in all languages, in the case of Italy,
because it has been one of the first and hardest hit countries in Europe, and
Germany, because it is one of the first big countries to relax its measures 5.

5Google also knows I am German, so that might have an influence on that, but that is
just speculation
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4.3.2 Measures

Figure 4.4: The top 25 sources in each language with number of occurrences
and percentage in its language

Similarly to before, in all three languages mainstream news outlets and re-
gional papers are dominating the list of sources (see also figure 4.4). This
time howvere, there are a few more less common news sources among the
German sources with one or two headlines each, e.g. skispringen.com or FIT
FOR FUN. In total there are 133 German sources, with 70 of them having
just one or two headlines each, 71 English sources, with 43 of them having
less than 3 headlines each, and 78 Dutch sources, with 64 of them having
less than 3 headlines each.
Figure 4.5 shows that again, the curves vary a lot between languages, that
often have different peaks and lowpoints. Just like in the previous section,
this can probably be attributed to regional differences in measures and dif-
ferent stories being reported.
When looking at the different topics and news stories covered in the headlines
(see figure 4.6), it becomes apparent, that a there are a lot of topics/stories
that are only covered in English and most topics that are covered in German
or Dutch are also covered in at least one other language as well. Those sto-
ries that exclusively appear in German or Dutch are mostly regional topics
in the respective countries, whereas stories that are exclusively in English
contains a lot of international news on countries all over the world.
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Figure 4.5: The number of headlines over time for each language

Figure 4.6: Topics marked by me in Atlas.ti in the files for measures

By examining the opinions about lockdown measures, we can observe
that in German there is a strong tendency towards criticism of those mea-
sures (35 Criticism vs. 9 Supportive). The same holds for Dutch to a lesser
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extend (5 Criticism vs. 2 Supportive), whereas in English the headlines seem
to be more supportive of lockdown measures (4 Criticsm vs. 11 Support-
ive). While English and Dutch mostly reflect the majority opinion in the
Netherlands/the UK and the US, for German this goes very much against
the opinion of a vast majority of the population [14] and seems very contra-
dictory to what we saw in the last section. It should be noted however, that
most of the articles criticising the lockdown measures of the German gov-
ernment were written in April and thus before some measures were relaxed.

4.3.3 Tracking App

Figure 4.7: The top 25 sources in each language with number of occurrences
and percentage in its language

As opposed to the previous two topics, this time there are less mainstream
news outlets and more ”obscure” sources (though English still seems to be
dominated by mainstream news outlets). Most of these ”obscure” sources
are websites and magazines focusing on electronics and technology, like
e.g. CHIP Online, COMPUTER BILD and InfoDigital in German and
ICT&health.nl, Datanews and Security.nl for Dutch (see also figure 4.7).
This makes sense in the context of the topic of a Contact Tracking/Tracing
App, since this topic does revolve around technology. In total, there are 72
German sources (45 with less than 3 headlines), 97 English sources (75 with
less than 3 headlines) and 43 Dutch sources (29 with less than 3 headlines).

By looking at the graph in figure 4.8, we make two observations. The first
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observation is that there are a lot more articles in English on this topic
than in German or Dutch. The second possible observation is that this time
the progressions of the curves appear to look more similar than for the two
previous search terms, though there are still visible differences. A possible
explanation for this could be that the topic of tracking apps allows for more
international stories that are of interest for all of the relevant countries and
that the differences come due to the debate about apps evolving differently
among the relevant countries.

Figure 4.8: The number of headlines over time for each language

Figure 4.9: Topics marked by me in Atlas.ti in the files for tracking app
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This hypothesis, that the topic of tracking app allows for more interna-
tionally relevant news stories, can be supported when looking at the covered
topics and news stories in figure 4.9, since this time most topics are featured
in at least two languages with less topics that are exclusive to one language
previously. Again, stories that are exclusive in a language mostly revolve
around a country where the respective language is spoken (in this case the
Netherlands, the UK and Australia).
In English (22 Contra vs. 12 Pro) and Dutch (28 Contra vs. 6 Pro) headlines
are more critical of a tracking app, while in German the headlines seem more
split with a light advantage for the Pro side (10 Contra vs. 12 Pro), which
seems to be in line with the respective opinions in the respective countries
as mentioned in chapter 2.

4.3.4 Face masks

On the topic of face masks and face masks requirements, we can again
observe that most of the sources are mainstream news outlets and regional
papers for all three languages. There are however more regional papers
among the English sources than for the previous search terms as can be
seen in figure 4.10. In total there are 89 German sources (50 with less than
3 headlines), 84 English sources (59 with less than 3 headlines) and 56 Dutch
sources (40 with less than 3 headlines).

Figure 4.10: The top 25 sources in each language with number of occurrences
and percentage in its language
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Figure 4.11: The number of headlines over time for each language

From figure 4.11 we can see that the topic of face masks was much more
relevant in Germany than in other countries and that most headlines are
from the last days of April when face masks requirements were introduced
all over Germany. In contrast, in the Netherlands, where masks are not
mandatory in supermarkets and many other places, there are far fewer ar-
ticles about face masks due to less relevance, and thus there there are less
Dutch headlines.

Figure 4.12: Topics marked by me in Atlas.ti in the files for masks
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For this search term, there is a comparatively big differences in stories
and topics covered by the headlines in each language, with most topics being
exclusive to one language (see figure 4.12). Especially in English and Dutch,
there is a wide range of topics not covered in another language, and this is
mostly but not only due to regional news stories. Especially in Dutch there
are a lot of topics covered that are more indirectly (if at all) related to face
masks such as a rise in domestic violence during lockdown or the Remdesivir
medicine.
While the English (1 Contra vs. 10 Pro) and Dutch headlines (1 Contra vs.
5 Pro) are mostly in line with the popular opinion in the Netherlands, the
UK and the US of supporting face mask requirements, the German headlines
go completely against the opinion of the majority of the German public (see
also chapter 2) and feature a lot of criticism of face mask requirements (31
Contra vs. 5 Pro).

4.3.5 Donald Trump

Figure 4.13 shows that - again - most sources appear to be mainstream
news outlets and magazines. It should be noted however, that, in English,
news outlets that are often perceived to be biased towards the Democratic
party, like CNN, are far more prevalent than those that are perceived as
conservative, like FOX News. In total there are 65 German sources (37 with
less than 3 headlines), 155 English sources (100 with less than 3 headlines)
and 35 Dutch sources (16 with less than 3 headlines).

Figure 4.13: The top 25 sources in each language with number of occurrences
and percentage in its language
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Figure 4.14: The number of headlines over time for each language

This time the curves of headlines per date are very similar for all lan-
guages, as can be seen in figure 4.14, with similar peaks and trajectories.
The reason behind this is probably that all three languages report very
similar topic, as can also be seen when examining the covered topics and
news stories (see figure 4.15), since apart from English, there is not much
room for regional topics, which is also the reason there are far more exclu-
sive stories/topics in English than in the other languages. These exclusive
topics mostly revolve around very US-specific topics like white nationalism,
Trump having a fight with FOX News or the Republican party trying to
repeal Obamacare.
Unsurprisingly, the headlines in all three languages paint a very negative
picture of Trump. In German there are 72 negative and 2 positive articles
about Trump, in English 123 negative and 3 positive articles and in Dutch
29 negative and 3 positive articles about Trump. This coincides with the
majority opinions on Donald Trump’s presidency in all examined countries,
though I expected there to be more positive articles in English since he still
has a job approval rating of over 40 percent in the US [35].
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Figure 4.15: Topics marked by me in Atlas.ti in the files for Donald Trump

4.3.6 EU

Figure 4.16: The top 25 sources in each language with number of occurrences
and percentage in its language

Apart from the repeated dominance of mainstream news outlets, figure 4.16
shows that this time there are also a lot of economic and financial magazines,
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newspapers and websites such as Handelsblatt, finanzen.net, Het Financieele
Dagblad and Financial Times among the list of sources, most likely due to
the importance of the EU and its actions for the economy for most countries
in Europe.

Figure 4.17: The number of headlines over time for each language

Figure 4.17 documents relatively similar progression of the daily number
of headlines in all languages, with different intensities in each language (for
example there are less articles in Dutch than in German or English). The
most likely reason for this that topics concerning the European Union are
usually of similar importance in Germany, the Netherlands and the UK, es-
pecially when it concerns the handling of a pandemic like the coronavirus,
and thus many news get reported at the same time in all three countries.
This assumption is somewhat supported when looking at figure 4.18, since
it can be seen from the topics I marked, most topics are reported in multiple
languages and a lot of those even in all three languages. However there are
still a lot of topics that are exclusive to one language. These are, again,
mostly centered around the countries where the respective language is spo-
ken. For example, exclusive topics in English often relate to Brexit, e.g.
’Northern Ireland issue in Brexit talks’ or ’UK-EU relations post-Brexit’,
or the United States such as ’US medical academy supporting EU’. How-
ever there are also topics that are only covered in one language that do not
directly relate to the corresponding countries. Some examples for this are
’EU-China relations’ being exclusive to English, ’Search for missing peo-
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ple from Kosovo war’ being exclusive to English or ’Lockdown measures in
France’ being exclusive to German. The most reasonable explanation is that
the public interest in certain stories and topics varies between countries and
can thus sometimes be found in one language but not in another.

Figure 4.18: Topics marked by me in Atlas.ti in the files for EU

When looking at how the actions of the EU are portrayed in the head-
lines, we can find that all three languages convey a rather negative image of
the measures and actions of the EU, especially in English (50 negative vs.
11 positive), but also in German (20 negative vs. 8 positive) and Dutch (26
negative vs. 12 positive). As already mentioned in chapter 2, I was unfor-
tunately only able to find a proper opinion survey/poll for Germany about
how the EU actions, especially in relation to the coronavirus pandemic, have
been perceived, which showed that a majority of Germans was not satisfied
with the way the EU was handling the pandemic [14], which seems to be
in line with the impression gained from examining the headlines. The high
number of English headlines that portray the EU in a negative light is largely
related to Brexit and points of conflict between the EU and the UK during
the negotiations, since most of these headlines are from British tabloids that
take the side of their government in those conflicts and are thus less related
to the coronavirus pandemic specifically.

4.3.7 Italy

Just as in many of the previous sections, we can see from figure 4.19 that
mainstream news outlets are dominating again, especially in German and
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English. However an interesting observation we can make, is that there are
multiple football (soccer) magazines like VTBL and Ajax Showtime among
the list of Dutch sources. These sources are reporting on the Serie A and
Italian football in general, with the season having been on hold in late March,
April and May, with its fate having been uncertain during the time where
the data was collected.

Figure 4.19: The top 25 sources in each language with number of occurrences
and percentage in its language

Interestingly enough, figure 4.20 shows rather different progressions in
the number of headlines per day between the languages. However there is a
common peak in headlines on 4 May 2020 in all three languages, which has
to do with Italy announcing, that they are gonna relax some of their strict
lockdown measures at that time. Those differences are most likely the result
of different stories being reported in each language.
This hypothesis can be supported when examining the topic codes as seen
in figure 4.21. Figure 4.21 shows that there are a lot of topics and stories
that are featured in multiple languages or even all three languages such as
the ’Mafia’, ’Coronavirus deaths in Italy’ or ’Relaxation measures in Italy’,
but also a lot of stories that are only featured in one language. English
does feature especially many exclusive topics and stories, such as ’Conflict
between Italian federal government and regional governments’ or the ’ECB
verdict of Karlsruhe’. The reason for this is probably that there are vastly
more news outlets publishing in English than news outlets publishing in
German or Dutch, therefore this is not very surprising.
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Figure 4.20: The number of headlines over time for each language

Figure 4.21: Topics marked by me in Atlas.ti in the files for Italy

4.3.8 WHO

At this point, it should come as no surprise that most sources are main-
stream news outlets and regional papers, as figure 4.22 shows. The only
really noteworthy observation here is, that the website of the World Health
Organization itself is the third most common source in English.
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Figure 4.22: The top 25 sources in each language with number of occurrences
and percentage in its language

Figure 4.23: The number of headlines over time for each language (shortened
version with only April and May)

One thing that is interesting to note is that German and Dutch have
fairly similar progressions of the number of headlines per day, but English
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has a fairly different progression, as seen in 4.23. There are two visible com-
mon peak in the number of headlines on 15 April 2020 and 1 May 2020 but
otherwise the curves are pretty different from one another. The reason for
this lies in the formulation of the search term.
When using ’who’ as a search term, almost all headlines in German or Dutch
will be about the World Health Organization (those that were not were about
the band The Who). However in English ’who’ is also a common word within
the language, so there were a lot of headlines which were in no way related
to the World Health Organization. I had to filter out those headlines. How-
ever, this still means that, among the headlines my script examined, there
were less about the WHO than in German or Dutch, so some topics might
be missing due to that. In hindsight it would have been better to use ’world
health organization’ as the English search term to avoid this.
Another thing I have to note here is that figure 4.23 is an abridged version
of the progression chart for the number of headlines for the search term
’WHO’. The full chart goes back to the summer of 2019, but I used the
abridged version since the before April the curves are not very interesting
and the full chart is almost unreadable.

Figure 4.24: Topics marked by me in Atlas.ti in the files for WHO

The previous observations in this section are also reflected in the topics
covered in each language, which is visualized in figure 4.24. Here we can see
that a significant amount of topics are covered in both Dutch and German
and that English has by far the least amount of covered topics. English
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also has few exclusive topics, most of which are about the US or the UK.
Dutch has the largest amount of exclusive topics, many of which however are
unrelated to the coronavirus pandemic, such as ’Burn-out officially declared
illness’, ’Ebola in the Congo’ or ’Plastic in the drinking water’. The headlines
of these stories are often from 2019.
In chapter 2 I mentioned that I was not able to find any polls/surveys on
about how people felt about the actions of the WHO apart from one survey
that said that 55 percent of US voters approved the WHO’s actions and 30
percent did not [40]. If one were to base a conclusion on how the people of
Germany, the Netherlands, the UK and the USA feel about the actions of the
WHO just from looking at the headlines collected and the codes I assigned
to them, one would get the impression that that the WHO and their actions
were seen negatively in most of these countries, since in English (8 critical vs.
4 supportive) and Dutch (22 critical vs. 7 supportive) the number of critical
headlines is much higher than the number of supportive headlines. German
is a noticeable exception, since the the numbers of critical and supportive
headlines are very similar (20 critical vs. 18 supportive).
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Conclusions

5.1 Summary and Discussion of Observations

In chapter 4 we examined the results for each individual search term. From
those observation we can derive some more general observations.
The first general observation we can derive is that the vast majority of
sources with very few exceptions found in all three languages are among the
most popular news websites in their respective languages. However in some
cases there were also more obscure sources. For example for the search term
”corona tracking app” the sources in all three languages included technol-
ogy magazines and websites or for the search term ”eu” there were economic
and financial websites among the list of sources. Thus, while sources in all
languages mostly reflect what news outlets are popular in the respective
countries, outlets that specialize on a very specific area related to the topic
such as technology for the tracking app are featured as well.
The results of our study also support the observation made by Haim et al.
(2017), that some news outlets are featured much more frequently than oth-
ers [18]. For example we can see that in German, news outlets like merkur.de,
Süddeutsche Zeitung or DER SPIEGEL make up a much bigger percentage
of all headlines than most other news outlets like e.g. BILD.de or FAZ. The
same goes e.g. for The Guardian, the BBC, Financial Times and New York
Times in English and AD.nl, NOS, NU.nl and Telegraaf.nl in Dutch.
The second possible observation is that the news stories featured for each
search term can differ vastly between languages. For some search terms the
featured news stories were more similar among the three languages, e.g. for
the search terms ”donald trump”, ”eu” and ”corona tracking app”, there
were a lot of news stories that were featured in at least two languages, while
for search terms like ”corona relaxation” or ”corona mask requirement” a
lot of news stories were only covered in one language. As discussed in the
previous chapter, this often came down to regional relevance. For example
the actions of the Dutch or Belgian government are often only reported in
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Dutch, since outside of Belgium or the Netherlands, there is little public in-
terest for this topic, while many Brexit specific topics for example are only
really interesting for people in the UK and were therefore only reported in
English. On the other hand, stories like the conflict between Donald Trump
and the WHO or the economic consequences of COVID-19 were just as rel-
evant for the German and the Dutch public as they were for American and
British public and were thus found in all of the three languages. English
covered the most amount of news stories due to English being the most
widely spoken language worldwide, which means that news in the English
language are published all over the world, while German and Dutch are only
spoken in a small amount of countries and thus news in those languages is
only published in very few countries.
When it comes to headlines that highlight certain opinions on the overall
news topics, tendencies were often very similar in all three languages. For
example all three languages featured mostly negative reports about Donald
Trump and were critical of relaxing the measures taken against the coron-
avirus. However on some topics there was a visible difference in the opinion
ratio, e.g. in German there were more negative headlines on face masks than
positive ones, while in English and Dutch the opposite was the case. And
the opinions don’t always reflect the public opinion of their country, since
for example, the use of face masks was generally seen positively in Germany,
which is the opposite of what the headlines would suggest. Overall, while
there was a visible tendency towards one side of the discussion on the topics
for most of the topics, with the exception of Donald Trump, both sides of
the discussion were usually featured, just that one side was featured more
prominently than the other side. Hence, there seems to be no real visible
”echo chamber” in any language, with the exception maybe for the topic
of Donald Trump in all three languages, where the reporting was very one-
sided and negative, however in that case this mostly reflects the majority
opinion on Donald Trump in the respective countries.

5.2 Limitations

Before we make our final conclusions and answer the research question, it
should be noted that all results from this study are limited to Google News.
As already mentioned in earlier chapters, Google News is not the primary
way people consume news online, but instead around 75 percent of the time
news is accessed directly from the websites of news outlets [16].
In May 2020 Google News was visited 570.11 million times worldwide [8],
making it only the 12th most accessed news website behind sites like ya-
hoo.com, cnn.com, dailymail.co.uk, news.yahoo.co.jp and bbc.co.uk [9]. How-
ever as an international search engines for news, which does not include the
Japanese version of Yahoo News, it is still the most widely used of its kind,
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so it makes sense to conduct such a study on this website rather than a
different website.
However that still means that the results of the study are specifically lim-
ited to Google News and can not be directly related to a similar website like
e.g. Yahoo News or online news consumption overall, since there are many
different options for the consumption of news online that were not examined
(these, for example, include social media or direct access from the websites
of news outlets).

5.3 Conclusions

The aim of this research was to find out, if there is a visible difference in the
results when searching for current political topics on Google news in different
languages. After examining the results, we can conclude that the results are
often indeed somewhat different in each language. More specifically, there
are often different news stories covered in each language and sometimes
the overall tendency towards positive or negative articles can be different
for different languages. However we also saw that the headlines found on
Google News mostly come from mainstream news outlets of the countries
where the news in a specific languages are published. So it seems that,
what results one can find in a language, depends on what mainstream news
outlets report. For example if the mainstream news outlets in one’s search
languages are all mainly critical of Donald Trump, it is unlikely that one
might find many positive articles on Donald Trump in any of those search
languages.
In general, it can be concluded that a multilingual user on Google News
does only get a more diverse perspective on a topic in the sense, that a
multilingual user is able to find a bigger amount of news stories for the
same search term than a monolingual user, which is not very surprising.
For example for the search term ”corona relaxation” a monolingual user
that only speaks German might find a lot of news about the state of the
coronavirus in Germany and Austria, which measures were introduced by
the government to stop its spread and which measures are about to be
relaxed, and see, what politicians and virologists think of those relaxations.
This user would not really get informed about the situations and opinions in
other countries like the Netherlands, the UK or the United States or stories
about a rise in domestic violence during the lockdown. A multilingual user
would be able to see articles on these stories in English or Dutch in this
case.
As already stated previously, most of the time, the Google News results
did feature articles with different perspectives in each individual language.
However, it should be noted, that, as discussed in section 5.1 or seen in
chapter 4, one perspective often had more headlines leaning towards it than
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other perspectives, which could be interpreted as a moderate echo chamber
effect. This seems to be partially supporting both hypotheses mentioned
by Flaxman, Goel and Rao in the beginning of their 2016 study (see also
chapter 3)[16].

• Their first hypothesis, that users do get to view a lot of the same
content (often content they are likely to agree with) [16], is supported
in the sense, that, often, one perspective was featured much more
frequently than the other. The best example for this is the search
term ”donald trump”, which featured a lot of headlines that portrayed
Donald Trump in a negative way (German: 72, English: 123, Dutch:
29), but only very few headlines that were somewhat positive towards
him (German: 2, English: 3, Dutch: 3). Also the perspective, that was
featured more frequently, was, as already mentioned earlier, often (but
not always) the most popular popular opinion for the corresponding
country, which would also support this hypothesis.

• Their second hypothesis, that the large number of options when con-
suming news online will lead to greater exposure to different perspec-
tives [16], is also supported, since as already mentioned, other per-
spectives were almost always also featured, sometimes the number of
headlines was even equally distributed, e.g. for Dutch on the topic of
relaxation (15 negative vs. 16 positive), for the WHO in German (20
negative headlines vs. 18 positive headlines) or in German for Corona
Tracking Apps (10 negative headlines vs. 12 positive headlines).

However, the results of this study indicate that the chosen search language
does act as a kind of filter bubble, not in the classical sense of an echo cham-
ber (even though one could argue that there is a moderate echo chamber
effect, as mentioned in the previous paragraph), but rather a filter, that
determines which news stories you see and which news stories you do not
see, based on what is reported by popular mainstream national and regional
news outlets. This search language-based filter bubble can be expanded
through the use of multiple search languages, which gives access to more
news stories, often stories concerning the countries of the publishing news
outlets and sometimes different perspectives, that are often - but not always
- based on what perspectives are popular among the general population and
mainstream media of the particular country.
In the concrete context of the coronavirus pandemic, one gets to see how the
situation develops in different countries, which are maybe less prominently
featured in the native search language or with less detail or nuance, how
different governments deal with the situation and how action by interna-
tional organizations are perceived in different countries. This provides more
context on which one could base their personal opinions on these issues and
their perception of the overall situation. An example for this would be the
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search term ”corona measures”. If a Dutch user were to also search for news
in German or English, he would find more concrete information on the mea-
sures taken in Germany or the UK and how the people in these countries
feel about these measures, which he would not see in Dutch news. The user
would also find information on a lot of other countries, especially in English,
where there are news stories from all over the world, e.g. from Hong Kong,
Mexico, Australia and Singapore. Based on this information, he could com-
pare it to his home country and then in this context evaluate how his own
country is handling the pandemic in comparison to other countries. If one
were to stick to just one search language, presumably their native language,
the given context would be smaller, since the amount of news stories they
are aware of would be smaller.

5.4 Further discussion

While the research was able to answer the original research question, the
headlines collected could be examined even further. Since I had to do the
analysis by hand and went through each file one by one, I could not examine
every aspect due to time constraints. Most notably, I did not examine how
often specific news stories were reported and instead just marked them once
per file they occured in. If one were to analyze this, especially for news
stories that were found in more than one language, one could potentially
answer the research question in more depth. Due to time constraints I also
was not able to analyze all the data I collected. For example the script also
collected all the headlines on the front page of Google News, when one does
not enter any search term. The three files created from this contain the same
amount of data as all the other created files combined, which meant that I
unfortunately did not have the time to analyze them. However analyzing
these files might be interesting in their own right, since it gives an insight
into what news stories were seen as important in each language.
If someone were to do further research with the collected data, one could,
for example, train a machine-learning algorithm to analyze headlines and
categorize them by news story or reporting style (i.e. negative and positive
articles). As I also mentioned, analyzing the files with the headlines from
the Google News front page could also be part of future research to gain
inside into the interest in different news stories in different countries in the
period of 24 April 2020 to 12 May 2020 and beyond (on Github the data
goes up to 21 May 2020 and at https://matti.sermak.xyz/ the data has been
collected on a server from 24 April 2020 to 23 June 2020 every two hours).
All scripts (see Appendix A, B and C), collected data and analysis results
can be found in the Github repository.1

1https://github.com/emysliwietz/newsscraper
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Appendix A

Python Script for Data
Collection

This is the script used to extract the headlines from Google news:

#!/bin/env python3

import requests

from bs4 import BeautifulSoup

import os

# Name of file, Url to get data from

urls = [

('corona_maßnahmen_de.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20ma%C3%9Fnahmen&hl=de&gl=DE&ceid=DE%3Ade'),

('corona_measures_en.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20measures&hl=en-GB&gl=GB&ceid=GB%3Aen'),

('corona_maatregelen_nl.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20maatregelen&hl=nl&gl=NL&ceid=NL%3Anl'),

('who_de.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=who&hl=de&gl=DE&ceid=DE%3Ade'),

('who_en.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=who&hl=en-GB&gl=GB&ceid=GB%3Aen'),

('who_nl.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=who&hl=nl&gl=NL&ceid=NL%3Anl'),

('donald_trump_de.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=donald%20trump&hl=de&gl=DE&ceid=DE%3Ade'),

('donald_trump_en.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=donald%20trump&hl=en-GB&gl=GB&ceid=GB%3Aen'),

('donald_trump_nl.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=donald%20trump&hl=nl&gl=NL&ceid=NL%3Anl'),

('eu_de.txt',
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'https://news.google.com/search?q=eu&hl=de&gl=DE&ceid=DE%3Ade'),

('eu_en.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=eu&hl=en-GB&gl=GB&ceid=GB%3Aen'),

('eu_nl.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=eu&hl=nl&gl=NL&ceid=NL%3Anl'),

('italien_de.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=italien&hl=de&gl=DE&ceid=DE%3Ade'),

('italy_en.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=italy&hl=en-GB&gl=GB&ceid=GB%3Aen'),

('italie_nl.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=italie&hl=nl&gl=NL&ceid=NL%3Anl'),

('corona_maskenpflicht_de.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20maskenpflicht&hl=de&gl=DE&ceid=DE%3Ade'),

('corona_mask_requirement.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20mask%20requirement&hl=en-GB&gl=GB&ceid=GB%3Aen'),

('corona_masker_nl.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20masker&hl=nl&gl=NL&ceid=NL%3Anl'),

('corona_tracking_app_de.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20tracking%20app&hl=de&gl=DE&ceid=DE%3Ade'),

('corona_tracking_app_en.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20tracking%20app&hl=en-GB&gl=GB&ceid=GB%3Aen'),

('corona_tracking_app_nl.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20tracking%20app&hl=nl&gl=NL&ceid=NL%3Anl'),

('corona_lockerung_de.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20lockerung&hl=de&gl=DE&ceid=DE%3Ade'),

('corona_relaxation_en.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20relaxation&hl=en-GB&gl=GB&ceid=GB%3Aen'),

('corona_versoepeling_nl.txt',

'https://news.google.com/search?q=corona%20versoepeling&hl=nl&gl=NL&ceid=NL%3Anl'),

('schlagzeilen_de.txt',

'https://news.google.com/topstories?hl=de&gl=DE&ceid=DE:de'),

('headlines_en.txt',

'https://news.google.com/topstories?hl=en-GB&gl=GB&ceid=GB:en'),

('artikelkoppen_nl.txt',

'https://news.google.com/topstories?hl=nl&gl=NL&ceid=NL:nl')

]

if not os.path.exists("news"):

os.mkdir("news")

for (filename, url) in urls:

filename = os.path.join("news", filename)

if os.path.exists(filename):

with open(filename, "r", encoding='utf-8') as f:
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lines_already_in_file = f.read()

write_mode = "a" # Append if file exists

else:

lines_already_in_file = ""

write_mode = "w" # And create file (overwrite) if it does not

lines_to_append = ""

page = requests.get(url)

soup = BeautifulSoup(page.content, 'html.parser')

titles = soup.findAll("a", {"class": "DY5T1d"})

sources = soup.findAll("a", {"class": "wEwyrc AVN2gc uQIVzc Sksgp"})

timestamps = soup.findAll("time", {"class": "WW6dff uQIVzc Sksgp"})

articles = zip(titles, sources, timestamps)

i = 0

for (title, source, timestamp) in articles:

i += 1

line = "{} | {} | {}\n".format(title.text, source.text,

timestamp['datetime'])

if line not in lines_already_in_file:

lines_to_append += line

if i > 24:

break

with open(filename, write_mode, encoding='utf-8') as f:

f.write(lines_to_append)

print("Finished updating {}".format(filename))

Acknowledgement go out to Egidius Mysliwietz for helping me with the
script. The script and all files created by the script can be found in the
Github repository (https://github.com/emysliwietz/newsscraper)
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Appendix B

Python Script for analyzing
the headline files

This is the script used to analyze the files created by the data collection
script:

#!/bin/env python3

import os

# Names of files

files_de = [

('corona_maßnahmen_de.txt'),

('who_de.txt'),

('donald_trump_de.txt'),

('eu_de.txt'),

('italien_de.txt'),

('corona_maskenpflicht_de.txt'),

('corona_tracking_app_de.txt'),

('corona_lockerung_de.txt'),

('schlagzeilen_de.txt')

]

files_en = [

('corona_measures_en.txt'),

('who_en.txt'),

('donald_trump_en.txt'),

('eu_en.txt'),

('italy_en.txt'),

('corona_mask_requirement.txt'),

('corona_tracking_app_en.txt'),

('corona_relaxation_en.txt'),
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('headlines_en.txt')

]

files_nl =[

('corona_maatregelen_nl.txt'),

('who_nl.txt'),

('donald_trump_nl.txt'),

('eu_nl.txt'),

('italie_nl.txt'),

('corona_masker_nl.txt'),

('corona_tracking_app_nl.txt'),

('corona_versoepeling_nl.txt'),

('artikelkoppen_nl.txt')

]

files = [

('corona_maßnahmen_de.txt'),

('who_de.txt'),

('donald_trump_de.txt'),

('eu_de.txt'),

('italien_de.txt'),

('corona_maskenpflicht_de.txt'),

('corona_tracking_app_de.txt'),

('corona_lockerung_de.txt'),

('schlagzeilen_de.txt'),

('corona_measures_en.txt'),

('who_en.txt'),

('who_en_with_lines_removed.txt'),

('donald_trump_en.txt'),

('eu_en.txt'),

('italy_en.txt'),

('corona_mask_requirement.txt'),

('corona_tracking_app_en.txt'),

('corona_relaxation_en.txt'),

('headlines_en.txt'),

('corona_maatregelen_nl.txt'),

('who_nl.txt'),

('donald_trump_nl.txt'),

('eu_nl.txt'),

('italie_nl.txt'),

('corona_masker_nl.txt'),

('corona_tracking_app_nl.txt'),

('corona_versoepeling_nl.txt'),

('artikelkoppen_nl.txt')
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]

if not os.path.exists("analysis"):

os.mkdir("analysis")

if not os.path.exists("analysis/source_count"):

os.mkdir("analysis/source_count")

if not os.path.exists("analysis/date_count"):

os.mkdir("analysis/date_count")

if not os.path.exists("analysis/word_count"):

os.mkdir("analysis/word_count")

def sort_lines(lines):

lines_split = lines.split("\n")

lines_list = []

lines_for_file = ""

for line in lines_split:

if line == '':

break

numbers = line.split(": ")

lines_list.append((numbers[0], int(numbers[1])))

lines_list.sort(key=lambda x:x[1], reverse=True)

length = len(lines_list) - 1

for i in range(length):

line = "{}: {}\n".format(lines_list[i][0], lines_list[i][1])

lines_for_file += line

return lines_for_file

def calculate_percentages(lines, total_headlines):

lines_split = lines.split("\n")

percentages = []

lines_for_file = ""

for line in lines_split:

if line == '':

break

index = lines.index(line)
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numbers = line.split(": ")

num = int(numbers[1])

percentages.append(num/total_headlines * 100)

length = len(lines_split) - 1

for i in range(length):

line = "{} ({}%)\n".format(lines_split[i], str(percentages[i]))

lines_for_file += line

return lines_for_file

def get_sources_and_occurences(lines, sources, occurences):

for line in lines:

if line == '':

break

line_elements = line.split(' | ')

source_index = len(line_elements) - 2

source = line_elements[source_index]

if source not in sources:

if ": " in source:

source = source.replace(": ", " - ")

sources.append(source)

occurences.append(1)

else:

index = sources.index(source)

occurences[index] += 1

return sources, occurences

def perform_source_analysis(file, sources, occurences, total_headlines, unrelated_lines):

original_path = os.path.join("news", file)

with open(original_path, "r", encoding='utf-8') as f:

lines_in_file = f.read()

lines = lines_in_file.split("\n")

#if file == "who_en.txt":

# for line in lines:

# if not ("WHO" in line or "World Health Organization" in line):

# unrelated_lines += 1

# lines.remove(line)
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total_headlines += len(lines)

sources, occurences = get_sources_and_occurences(lines, sources, occurences)

return sources, occurences, total_headlines, lines, unrelated_lines

def write_to_file(sources, occurences, filepath, write_mode, lines):

num_sources = len(sources) - 1

lines_to_sort = ""

for i in range(num_sources):

line = "{}: {}\n".format(sources[i], occurences[i])

lines_to_sort += line

lines_to_append = sort_lines(lines_to_sort)

lines_to_append = calculate_percentages(lines_to_append, len(lines) - 1)

with open(filepath, write_mode, encoding='utf-8') as f:

f.write(lines_to_append)

def write_to_file_words(words, occurences, filepath, write_mode, lines):

num_words = len(words) - 1

lines_to_sort = ""

for i in range(num_words):

line = "{}: {}\n".format(words[i], occurences[i])

lines_to_sort += line

lines_to_append = sort_lines(lines_to_sort)

total_words = 0

for line in lines:

if line == '':

break

line_elements = line.split(' | ')

for line_element in line_elements:

words_in_line = line_element.split(' ')

total_words += len(words_in_line)

lines_to_append = calculate_percentages(lines_to_append, total_words)

with open(filepath, write_mode, encoding='utf-8') as f:

f.write(lines_to_append)

def source_count_per_file():

for file in files:

filename = file.replace('.txt', '')
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filepath = os.path.join("analysis/source_count", filename + "_source_count.txt")

if os.path.exists(filepath):

os.remove(filepath)

write_mode = "w" # Append to file

original_path = os.path.join("news", file)

with open(original_path, "r", encoding='utf-8') as f:

lines_in_file = f.read()

lines = lines_in_file.split("\n")

sources = []

occurences = []

unrelated_lines = 0

#if file == "who_en.txt":

# for line in lines:

# if not ("WHO" in line or "World Health Organization" in line):

# unrelated_lines += 1

# lines.remove(line)

print("Total number of headlines: " + str(len(lines) - 1))

sources, occurences = get_sources_and_occurences(lines, sources, occurences)

write_to_file(sources, occurences, filepath, write_mode, lines)

#if file == "who_en.txt":

# with open(filepath, "a", encoding='utf-8') as f:

# f.write("Removed " + str(unrelated_lines) + " lines unrelated to the WHO")

print("Finished analysing " + file)

def source_count_de():

sources = []

occurences = []

total_headlines = 0

filepath = os.path.join("analysis/source_count", "source_count_de.txt")

if os.path.exists(filepath):

os.remove(filepath)

write_mode = "w" # Append to file

for file in files_de:

sources, occurences, total_headlines, lines, x = perform_source_analysis(file, sources, occurences, total_headlines, 0)

print("Total number of headlines: " + str(total_headlines - 1))

write_to_file(sources, occurences, filepath, write_mode, lines)
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print("Finished analysing German files")

def source_count_en():

sources = []

occurences = []

total_headlines = 0

unrelated_lines = 0

filepath = os.path.join("analysis/source_count", "source_count_en.txt")

if os.path.exists(filepath):

os.remove(filepath)

write_mode = "w" # Append to file

for file in files_en:

sources, occurences, total_headlines, lines, unrelated_lines = perform_source_analysis(file, sources, occurences, total_headlines, unrelated_lines)

print("Total number of headlines: " + str(total_headlines - 1))

write_to_file(sources, occurences, filepath, write_mode, lines)

with open(filepath, "a", encoding='utf-8') as f:

f.write("Removed " + str(unrelated_lines) + " lines unrelated to the WHO in who_en.txt")

print("Finished analysing English files")

def source_count_nl():

sources = []

occurences = []

total_headlines = 0

filepath = os.path.join("analysis/source_count", "source_count_nl.txt")

if os.path.exists(filepath):

os.remove(filepath)

write_mode = "w" # Append to file

for file in files_nl:

sources, occurences, total_headlines, lines, x = perform_source_analysis(file, sources, occurences, total_headlines, 0)

print("Total number of headlines: " + str(total_headlines - 1))

write_to_file(sources, occurences, filepath, write_mode, lines)

print("Finished analysing Dutch files")

def source_count():

source_count_per_file()
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source_count_de()

source_count_en()

source_count_nl()

def date_count():

for file in files:

filename = file.replace('.txt', '')

filepath = os.path.join("analysis/date_count", filename + "_date_count.txt")

if os.path.exists(filepath):

os.remove(filepath)

write_mode = "w" # Append to file

original_path = os.path.join("news", file)

with open(original_path, "r", encoding='utf-8') as f:

lines_in_file = f.read()

lines = lines_in_file.split("\n")

dates = []

occurences = []

unrelated_lines = 0

#if file == "who_en.txt":

# for line in lines:

# if not ("WHO" in line or "World Health Organization" in line):

# unrelated_lines += 1

# lines.remove(line)

for line in lines:

if line == '':

break

line_elements = line.split(' | ')

time_index = len(line_elements) - 1

time_elements = line_elements[time_index].split('T')

date = time_elements[0]

if date not in dates:

dates.append(date)

occurences.append(1)

else:

index = dates.index(date)

occurences[index] += 1

write_to_file(dates, occurences, filepath, write_mode, lines)

#if file == "who_en.txt":
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# with open(filepath, "a", encoding='utf-8') as f:

# f.write("Removed " + str(unrelated_lines) + " lines unrelated to the WHO")

print("Finished analysing dates in " + file)

def word_count():

for file in files:

filename = file.replace('.txt', '')

filepath = os.path.join("analysis/word_count", filename + "_word_count.txt")

if os.path.exists(filepath):

os.remove(filepath)

write_mode = "w" # Append to file

original_path = os.path.join("news", file)

with open(original_path, "r", encoding='utf-8') as f:

lines_in_file = f.read()

lines = lines_in_file.split("\n")

words = []

occurences = []

unrelated_lines = 0

if file == "who_en.txt":

for line in lines:

if not ("WHO" in line or "World Health Organization" in line):

unrelated_lines += 1

lines.remove(line)

for line in lines:

if line == '':

break

line_elements = line.split(' | ')

words_used = line_elements[0].split(' ')

for word in words_used:

if ":" in word:

word.replace(':', '')

elif "," in word:

word.replace(',', '')

elif "\"" in word:

word.replace('\"', '')

elif "\'" in word:

word.replace('\'', '')

elif "?" in word:
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word.replace('?', '')

elif "!" in word:

word.replace('!', '')

if word not in words:

words.append(word)

occurences.append(1)

else:

index = words.index(word)

occurences[index] += 1

write_to_file_words(words, occurences, filepath, write_mode, lines)

#if file == "who_en.txt":

# with open(filepath, "a", encoding='utf-8') as f:

# f.write("Removed " + str(unrelated_lines) + " lines unrelated to the WHO")

print("Finished analysing words in " + file)

source_count()

date_count()

word_count()

The script and all files (in the directory ”analysis”) created by the script
can be found in the Github repository (https://github.com/emysliwietz/newsscraper).
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Appendix C

Python Script for analyzing
the topic codes

This is the script used to analyze which topic codes were used for each file:

import os

import string

import xlrd

import openpyxl

files_relaxation = [

'corona_lockerung_de',

'corona_relaxation_en',

'corona_versoepeling_nl'

]

files_measures = [

'corona_maßnahmen_de',

'corona_measures_en',

'corona_maatregelen_nl'

]

files_tracking_app = [

'corona_tracking_app_de',

'corona_tracking_app_en',

'corona_tracking_app_nl'

]

files_mask_requirement = [

'corona_maskenpflicht_de',

'corona_mask_requirement_en',

'corona_masker_nl'
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]

files_donald_trump = [

'donald_trump_de',

'donald_trump_en',

'donald_trump_nl'

]

files_eu = [

'eu_de',

'eu_en',

'eu_nl'

]

files_italy = [

'italien_de',

'italy_en',

'italie_nl'

]

files_who = [

'who_de',

'who_en_with_lines_removed',

'who_nl'

]

#alphabet = list(string.ascii_uppercase)

if not os.path.exists("analysis"):

os.mkdir("analysis")

if not os.path.exists("analysis/atlasti_codes"):

os.mkdir("analysis/atlasti_codes")

def code_scan():

workbook = xlrd.open_workbook('Bachelor_thesis_CD.xlsx')

worksheet = workbook.sheet_by_name('CodeDocumentTable')

for column in range(1, 25):

file = worksheet.cell(0, column).value.split('\n')[0]

print(file)

if file == "who_en_with_lines_removed":

language = "EN"

else:
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language = file.split('_')[len(file.split('_')) - 1].upper()

print(language)

topic = ""

string_to_append = ""

if file in files_relaxation:

topic = "relaxation"

elif file in files_measures:

topic = "measures"

elif file in files_tracking_app:

topic = "tracking_app"

elif file in files_mask_requirement:

topic = "mask_requirement"

elif file in files_donald_trump:

topic = "donald_trump"

elif file in files_eu:

topic = "eu"

elif file in files_italy:

topic = "italy"

elif file in files_who:

topic = "who"

filepath = os.path.join("analysis/atlasti_codes", topic + "_codes.txt")

line = "{}: \n".format(language)

string_to_append += line

write_mode = "a" # Append to file

char = ""

codes_to_append = ""

for row in range(1, 297):

code = worksheet.cell(row, 0).value.split("\n")[0]

char = code[0:2]

if int(worksheet.cell(row, column).value) > 0:

codes_to_append += code

code_list = codes_to_append.split(char)

for code in code_list:

line = "{}\n".format(str(code))

string_to_append += line

string_to_append += "\n"

with open(filepath, write_mode, encoding='utf-8') as f:

f.write(string_to_append)

print("Finished checking codes for " + file)
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code_scan()

The script and all files (in the directory ”analysis/atlasti codes”) created
by the script can be found in the Github repository (https://github.com/emysliwietz/newsscraper).
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